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Abstract—Energy efficient communication is getting a lot of
attention from the industry and academia due to high energy cost
of operating mobile networks and their environmental effects.
We discuss the self optimization aspect of the mobile network
and evaluate the performance of power allocation strategy for
the network at low load specifically where bandwidth efficiency is
not as important. We propose trading of bandwidth for achieving
high energy efficiency. We evaluate the impact of allocation of
extra bandwidth in a lightly loaded cell on the overall network
energy efficiency. The numerical results demonstrate the optimal
load conditions when bandwidth expansion is useful for the
network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, increase in data rate has been the main focus
of research because of ever increasing traffic demands and
limited available bandwidth (BW). However, the focus has
shifted to energy efficient communication in recent times due
to high energy costs of operating a network. A big proportion
of the base station sites installed in Africa and Asia are off-
grid where diesel consumption increases the cost sharply. It
is predicted that the overall ICT footprint will almost double
between 2007 and 2020 [1] or even triple [2]. In a mobile
network, base stations alone are responsible for 80 percent of
network’s power consumption [3]. Therefore, a lot of emphasis
has been put on the optimized design of base stations and
energy efficient power allocation schemes.

High energy consumption in mobile networks has environ-
mental effects as well. The information and communication
technology sector is estimated to be responsible for about 2
percent of global CO2 emissions and the corresponding figure
for the mobile networks is 0.4 percent [2]. These economic and
ecological factors demand for serious measures to investigate
the possibility of energy efficient communication.

A lot of recent studies and projects have focussed on the
topic of energy efficient radio communication, called green
radio communication. A recent work in [4] provides a very
detailed overview of the state of the art research and challenges
in the area of green radio communications. Reference [5]
provides a good overview of the trade-offs involved in modern
communication systems. Spectral efficiency defined as the
system throughput per unit bandwidth is the well accepted cri-
terion for network optimization. However, it usually conflicts
with the recently developed energy efficiency metric which
can be defined as the system throughput per unit of energy.

The network optimization should take both of these metrics
into consideration in the optimization process. Deployment
strategies of base stations considering the energy efficiency has
been discussed in [6] where the inter-site distance is optimized
to ensure energy efficiency of the network.

In this work, we consider a network scenario where long-
term average traffic requirements vary considerably over the
time horizon (e.g., day and midnight situation) in an industrial
area. We assume that we can track such variations by network
traffic statistics collected over time. Traditionally, the network
is configured to provide quality of service (QoS) at full load
situations. However, when a network is not fully loaded, net-
work resources are under-utilized and energy efficiency of the
network can be improved by reconfiguring some parameters of
the network. In a lightly loaded system, bandwidth is available
and can be exploited to reduce the energy consumption by
using lower-order modulation and coding schemes. We use the
bandwidth expansion scheme for a lightly loaded system and
evaluate the gain using system level simulations for the Long
Term Evolution (LTE) system. This idea has been proposed in
[7] but that scheme considers the short-term perspective. For
every user it is decided in each time slot whether it is useful to
expand bandwidth or not. We believe it is hard to implement
this scheme on a short-term basis for each user because of high
complexity. When there is frequency selective fading, it may
not be useful to expand bandwidth for some of the users, but
base station power is saved on a long-term basis by deciding
to expand the bandwidth for every user.

We investigate some additional factors that may limit the
performance improvement. The matrix for energy gain in [7]
does not take into account the offset power of the base station,
which is the power consumed at the base station independent
of the data transmission. At low load, offset power becomes
significant proportion of the overall consumed power of base
station. Moreover, the power allocation scheme for low load
in a given cell should consider the adverse effects on the
neighboring cells to determine the overall network efficiency.
We argue that these factors limit the application of power
adaptation strategies at low load considerably and must be
considered.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the bandwidth expansion scheme used in this
work. Section III explains the propagation and power model
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employed. We discuss the simulation results in Section IV and
Section V concludes with the main contributions of this work.

II. TRADING BANDWIDTH FOR ENERGY

The idea of trading bandwidth for energy is not new. Shan-
non’s capacity formula provides the basis of this trade-off. In
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, for point
to point communication, the relationship between achievable
rate R and bandwidth B is described by

R = B log2(1 +
P

BN0 + I
) (1)

where P and I denote the signal power and interference
power, respectively, and N0 is the power spectral density
of the thermal noise. Trading bandwidth for better energy
efficiency makes sense because capacity is linear in bandwidth
but logarithmic in power. In the past, the focus has always
been to achieve high data rates for a given bandwidth. How-
ever, the network operator can exploit the reduced data rate
requirements to achieve better energy efficiency by using all
of the available bandwidth.

We define the term reduced load with reference to a LTE
system.

Definition 1: Reduced load γ is defined as the ratio of
the number of physical resource blocks (RB) required by
the system to meet the traffic demands (without bandwidth
expansion) to the total number of RBs available.

In LTE, we have 100 RBs available, each with a bandwidth
of 180 kHz. If, for example, 50 of the RBs are in use, the
system is operating at 50 percent reduced load. In a reduced
load scenario, a lot of RBs are not in use. We use the idea
of bandwidth expansion by assigning more resource blocks to
a user than he is assigned if the system operates at (or near)
full load.

Definition 2: We define the bandwidth expansion (BE)
factor α by the number of RBs allocated after bandwidth
expansion for a single RB (without bandwidth expansion) to
provide the same rate.
Use of low order modulation and coding scheme helps to
reduce the transmit energy and thus, the consumed power of
the base station.

BW expansion cannot be employed by any arbitrary factor.
At some point, further bandwidth expansion does not save
energy anymore. The factor αlim denotes the maximum α
which gives a significant gain in energy per bit E/b matrix
where E and b denote energy in Joule and transmitted bits,
respectively.

Thus, for a reduced load γ, the operational expansion factor
β is bounded by

β = min(1/γ, αlim) (2)

The equation states that at a reduced load γ we cannot expand
the bandwidth more than the minimum of factors αlimit and
1/γ. γ is determined from the network traffic at any time
and varies over time, whereas αlim represents a fixed system
parameter to determine the effective energy gain.

Let Sav and Si denote the mean signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) of a cell and of resource block i,
respectively, such that

Sav =
1

MNRB

M∑
m

NRB∑
i

Sm
i , (3)

where NRB is the number of RBs in use in time slot m and
M is the window size for averaging the SINR over time.

Note that we optimize the user geometry of the system
while assuming a specific user distribution. We assume equal
achievable rates before and after the bandwidth expansion.
Following the framework of [7], for a BE factor α, the average
SINR after BW expansion SBE

av is given by

SBE
av = α

√
1 + Sav − 1 (4)

where Sav represents the SINR at full load.

III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Our simulation results are based on the Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) system. The bandwidth of 20 MHz is divided
into small frequency blocks, called physical resource blocks
(RBs). The bandwidth expansion concept is investigated in
a triple-sectored hexagonal cellular network with 21 cells in
total, i.e., a center cell surrounded by two tiers of interfering
cells.

We use a simple round-robin scheduler. Other scheduling
strategies, like score based or proportional fair, can be used to
improve the performance. As the purpose of this work is to
show the relative gain due to the bandwidth expansion scheme,
we ignore the benefits resulting from schedulers that exploit
frequency selectivity and multi-user diversity.

The received signal strength is determined by three factors:
used transmit power, antenna directivity, and path loss. The
path loss L for a distance d is calculated as

L

dB
= A+B · log10

(
d
m

)
+ C · log10

(
fc

GHz

)
, (5)

where the parameters A, B, and C are given in Table I. The
channel model does not incorporate fast fading or shadow
fading. According to our work from [8], we extended the chan-
nel model to cover 3-dimensional antenna patterns allowing
for an adjustable electrical downtilt angle at the base station
antennas. The achievable rates are calculated based on (1).
To account for implementation losses, a SINR gap of 3 dB
is assumed (i.e., the power P is divided by 2). The mean
SINR of a cell is calculated out of its 50% percentile. The
cell assignment is based on the strongest power; hence, the
users are always served by the sector whose signal is received
with highest average power over the given frequency band.
Further simulation parameters are provided in Table I.

For our evaluations, only users being placed inside the
center cell will be considered. In this way, base station
signals transmitted from 1st and 2nd tier model the inter-cell
interference. The performance is evaluated for different key
performance indicators (KPIs).
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TABLE I
SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS.

parameter value

fc 2.6 GHz
scenario urban-macro
path-loss (see (5)): A; B; C 27.155; 35.0413; 23
frequency reuse 1
signal bandwidth up to 18 MHz, 100 RBs
inter-site distance 500m

number of BS 21 having 3 sectors each
transmit power up to 43 dBm
sectorization, azimuth diagram triple, with FWHM of 68◦
downtilt angle, elevation diagram 10◦, with FWHM of 6.1◦
BS height 32m
User height 2m

power model
ama; bma 3.77; 68.73 W
Nant 2

A. Power Model

To calculate the power consumption of base stations, we
employ the power model used in [9]. In this model the average
consumed power is computed as a linear function of the
average radiated power. For a macro base station the average
consumed power Pma can be written as

Pma = NsecNant(amaPtx + bma) (6)

where Ptx is the average radiated power of the base station.
Nsec and Nant denote the number of sectors and number of
antennas per sector, respectively. The coefficient ama accounts
for the factors which depend on average radiated power, e.g.
power amplifier, cooling of the site etc. The coefficient bma is
independent of the average transmit power and models the
offset power due to factors like signal processing, battery
backup, etc. [9]. These coefficients are computed from prac-
tical experiments and data available for different base station
types; and vary for micro and macro base stations. They are
given in Table I.

We would like to comment that base station power modeling
is an active area of research. The use of power model in [9]
is arbitrary. The nature of the results is not dependent on the
exact details of the power model as long as the power model
represents the active and offset power.

IV. SIMULATION SCENARIOS AND RESULTS

The simulation results are based on two scenarios.
Scenario 1: We assume that all the cells adapt the bandwidth
expansion mode (BEM). This assumption is an ideal one but
it gives insight into the main concept of bandwidth expansion.
We would like to comment here that a lot of work in the
literature focuses on energy gain by adaptive power control and
resource allocation schemes for a single cell and ignores the
effects on the border (neighboring) cells. In most of the cases,
energy gain in the cell of interest results in a corresponding
energy loss in the border cells and this effect needs to be
incorporated in the evaluation of results.
Scenario 2: In the second case, only a single cell operates at
low load and the rest of the cells have traffic at almost full
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Fig. 1. The structure of the center (green) and border cells under consid-
eration in Scenario 2. Also shown are the exemplary SINR statistics for the
setup at full power.

load. This scenario is closer to a practical situation. We set the
power of all border cells to a fixed value required for full load
operation and apply the bandwidth expansion scheme in the
center cells only. We evaluate the performance of the center
and the border cells jointly. However, we limit ourselves to the
first and second tier of the border cells and neglect the effects
on the other cells. A schematic diagram for our evaluation
is shown in Fig 1. The center cells consists of the sectors
numbered 1, 2 and 3. The border cells are numbered from
sectors 4 to 21.

Any change in transmit power in a given cell due to
bandwidth expansion will affect the interference caused on
the neighboring cells and this factor must be considered in
evaluation. For example, interference per RB decreases in
scenario 1 as a result of the decreased transmit power in the
neighboring cells. Similarly, interference per RB decreases in
the border cells as a result of decrease in transmit power
in the center cell after bandwidth expansion. Note that the
changed transmit power can trigger a handover, since the
cell assignment is based on the strongest received power, as
outlined in Section III.

In all the results, we assume that the users are uniformly
distributed in space. The simulation parameters are given in
Table I.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the average SINR achieved
for the center and border cells for both of the scenarios. In
scenario 1, all cells operate at the same load. Hence, there
is no difference between the transmit power of the center
and the border cells. It should be noted that the SINR is
almost constant beyond a transmit power of 40 dBm. As we
are interested in evaluating the gain by bandwidth expansion,
for a fair comparison, we take 40 dBm as the minimum power
required to achieve the required SINR at full load.

In scenario 2, when only the center cell operates at low
load, the power of the border cells is fixed to 40 dBm (full
load). For this scenario, we plot the SINR for both the center
and outer cells as a function of the transmit power of the
center cell. Note that in our simulations, the users choose the
serving cell based on the best available channel as explained
in Section III. Therefore, when the power of the center cells
is low, some users (located at the edge of the cells) associate
themselves with the (wrong) border cells and the mean SINR
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Fig. 2. Mean SINR vs. transmit power for the center and border cells for
scenarios 1 (all cells reduce their power) and 2 (only center cells reduce their
power).
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Fig. 3. Transmit power of the center cells depending on the load γ for the
normal mode and the bandwidth expansion mode (BEM).

for these border cells decreases as a result of the larger
path loss experienced by these users. This wrong association
does not occur when the transmit power of the center cells
is approximately as high as the fixed power of the border
cells. The effect due to wrong association of users is usually
ignored in most of the studies when only a single cell is
simulated. With increasing transmit power of the center cells
the interference to the border cells increases, resulting in a
decreasing SINR of these border cells.

In Fig. 3, we compare the transmit power as a function of
the load for the two scenarios discussed. In all the simulations,
we assume that the bandwidth is expanded whenever their is
a certain low load γ < 1 and allow α = 1/γ. Fractional
bandwidth expansion is achieved by assuming that only one
user is active; then the expansion factor can be varied with a
step size equal to the inverse of the total number of resource
blocks.

At γ = 0.5, the transmit power is 3 dB less than the power
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Fig. 4. Energy per bit depending on the load for the normal mode and the
bandwidth expansion mode. The power model as described in section III-A
has been used.

at full load for the normal mode as only half of the RBs are
in use. However, we observe huge gains in terms of transmit
power for both of the scenarios for γ = 0.5 (α = 2). The
initial reduction in transmit power (starting from γ = 1) is
larger for scenario 1 compared to scenario 2. This is because
the slope of the SINR curve (Fig. 2) of scenario 1 is less the
one of scenario 2; consequently, a certain reduced target SINR
can be achieved with less transmit power.

Fig. 4 illustrates the saving in base station consumed power
in terms of energy per bit matrix for the normal and the BE
modes. The energy consumption is calculated based on the
model described in Section III-A with the coefficients taken
from [9]. Similar to the results in Fig. 3, we observe a gain
in terms of energy per bit initially, but it decreases afterwards
as the offset power dominates the power consumption of the
base station for both the normal and the BE modes.

To quantify the gain of the bandwidth expansion scheme
more clearly, we define the power gain GP as

GP = 1− PBE
tx

P nor
tx

, (7)

where PBE
tx and P nor

tx represent the transmit power with BE
mode and normal mode, respectively. Similarly, we define the
gain in terms of energy per bit as

GE/b = 1− (E/b)BE

(E/b)nor
, (8)

with (E/b)nor and (E/b)BE defining the energy per bit before
and after the bandwidth expansion.

Fig. 5 compares GP and GE/b for different reduced load
factors γ. We observe that the gain in transmit power mono-
tonically increases with load. However, the gain in energy
per bit GE/b is maximized at a certain reduced load and
then decreases for further load reduction. As we use GE/b

as a measure of network efficiency, it is not advantageous to
increase the BE factor beyond certain limits. We argue that it
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Fig. 5. Comparison of transmit power gain GP and energy per bit gain
GE/b depending on the load γ.

is not advantageous for scenario 2 to expand the bandwidth
by more than α = 2 due to another important observation. As
shown in Fig. 2, the SINR in the border cells starts decreasing
if we reduce the power of the center cell below 25 dBm (which
corresponds to a load of approx. 50 %). Thus, to avoid a
performance degradation in the border cells, the center cell
must operate at transmit power greater than 25 dBm. From Fig.
3 we observe that the BE factor α equals 2 (γ = 0.5) at the
transmit power 25 dBm. Thus, a further increase in BE factor
at the reduced load may seem to provide some gain in the
center cell but it will result in a reduced average SINR in the
border cells. Consequently, the border cells have to increase
the transmit power to compensate for this loss in SINR and the
overall network efficiency reduces instead. Thus, we conclude
that it is not always advantageous to increase the BE factor
depending on the reduced load. As we observe in the numerical
examples, αlim in (2) equals 2 as this is the maximum value
of α which gives significant gain by network point of view
and thus, the operational expansion factor β is bounded by
min(2, 1/γ).

A. Discussion on Implementation Considerations

We observe in the numerical results that the offset part of
the base station power consumption and the increased energy
expenditure in the neighboring cells significantly contribute
to a reduction of the overall network energy efficiency. Thus,
the energy gain is insignificant at very low load conditions.
At this point it is rather useful to switch off parts of the base
stations. Switching off base stations and sleep mode techniques
have been extensively studied in the literature in the context
of green radio networks. The switching may require some
physical changes at the component level such as mechanical
devices to alter the antenna tilt. The authors in [10] discuss
the pros and cons of base station switching methods in details.

We argue that bandwidth expansion techniques have their
merits when load is moderate and not extremely small. The
bandwidth expansion techniques are easy to implement in the

conditions when the duration of the low load cycle is small
and the network returns back to high load conditions in short
time.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigate the energy efficiency of a wireless network
in a lightly loaded system where bandwidth is available
and high data rates are not the goal. We propose trading
bandwidth with power to make the network more energy
efficient. Although the idea is well known in literature, our
main contribution is to quantify the limits of the bandwidth
expansion factor and of possible energy gains with LTE
system level simulations for the interference model and the
scenarios applicable in practical networks. We evaluate the
adverse effects of bandwidth expansion on the neighboring
cells. We conclude that base station offset power and increased
energy expenditure in the neighboring cells limit the use
of bandwidth expansion schemes. However, at moderate low
loads, bandwidth expansion schemes are still a good option
as the implementation complexity is small. To compare both
bandwidth expansion mode and sleep mode techniques is open
work.
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